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A Magician Shows How to
Harness the Power of Sex
Through Spells, Rituals, Elixirs and Spirits
I like the no‐nonsense way that Miller approaches magic. If you don’t have a lot of
time to waste but you want your magick to work––and especially if you’re facing
some pretty serious challenges––pick up this book, read it, and get to work!
____________________________________

San Francisco, CA (November 1, 2014) –– A lifelong practitioner and teacher of magic
and strategic sorcery, Jason Miller has added to his bestselling titles with a new guide,
Sex, Sorcery, and Spirit: The Secrets of Erotic Magic.
Miller draws upon his training in Eastern and Western mystery schools to produce a
frank, comprehensive exploration of sexual sorcery as it relates to spirituality. Readers
will learn how to use the moment of orgasm as a gateway to spiritual enlightenment:
 The use of sexual elixirs in alchemy and practical sorcery
 Working with sexual spirits and gods
 Dangers & delights of sex magic: fetishes, bondage, discipline, submission
 Breath work, energy work & physical postures to perform high level sex magic
 A grimoire (textbook) of sexual spells and rituals
 Gay vs. hetero sex acts
Using Sex, Sorcery, and Spirit: The Secrets of Erotic Magic, readers will find that sex
will become their most potent and pleasurable gateway to the primordial and the di‐
vine.
From the Tantric mysteries of Hinduism and Buddhism and the inner alchemy of Tao‐
ism, to the sacrament of the bridal chamber in Christianity and the traditions of Western
magic and witchcraft, sex pervades the highest and most secret and sacred teachings.
This daring and tantalizing book throws provides the keys to the sexual magic that has
been hidden behind these secret orders and arcane terminologies, until now.
Drawing upon his training in Eastern and Western mystery schools, Miller looks back
through time at spiritual groups who have used sex in their practices.
–– more ––
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Miller said, “It was in Nepal that I crossed the abyss and underwent the initia‐
tions I would need to do sorcery the way that I knew it could be done. A practice
that integrates training for the mind/body/spirit with influences of key spiritual
powers, a practice that sent me on a journey to the deepest and highest planes and
states of being, and gave me the power and the mojo to change the waking world
for the better. This is what my life has been about for nearly 30 years, and I want
to share it.”
About the author: Jason Miller has devoted much of his life to traveling the globe to
study practical magic in its many forms. He studied hoodoo in New Orleans, witchcraft
in Europe and tantra in Nepal, and he is a regular contributor to Behutet, a journal of
magick.
Miller is a member of the Chthonic Ouranian Temple, the Ordo Templi Orientis and the
Sangreal Sodality, as well as an initiated Tantrika in the Nyingma and Bon lineages of
Tibet. He is the founder and teacher of the Strategic Sorcery Training Course and Stra‐
tegic Sorcery blog.
Miller is the author of:
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Read "Sex, Sorcery, and Spirit The Secrets of Erotic Magic" by Jason Miller available from Rakuten Kobo. The sexual act is possibly the
most potentâ€”and pleasurableâ€”gateway to the primordial and the divine. From the Tantric my...Â In Sex, Sorcery, and Spirit, Jason
Miller draws upon his training in Eastern and Western mystery schools to produce a frank, comprehensive exploration of sexual sorcery
and spirituality. In clear language, he will show you how to take your magic to the next level, teaching you: How to use the moment of
orgasm as a gateway to the highest levels of spiritual attainment. The use of sexual elixirs in alchemy and practical sorcery. How to work
with sexual spirits and gods. The dangers of sex magic and how to avoid them. By means of the secret processes of ceremonial magic it
is possible to contact these invisible creatures and gain their help in some human undertaking. Good spirits willingly lend their
assistance to any worthy enterprise, but the evil spirits serve only those who live to pervert and destroy. Third. It is possible to make
contracts with spirits whereby the magician becomes for a stipulated time the master of an elemental being. Fourth.Â In its various
branches the black art includes nearly all forms of ceremonial magic, necromancy, witchcraft, sorcery, and vampirism. Under the same
general heading are also included mesmerism and hypnotism, except when used solely for medical purposes, and even then there is an
element of risk for all concerned. Secrets of sex magic - a practical handbook for men & women. Saved by Salvatore Brizzi. 5.Â In Sex,
Sorcery, and Spirit, Jason Miller draws upon his training in Eastern and Western mystery schools to produce aâ€¦ Marstton Store
Nonfiction. Occult Books Witchcraft Books Tarot Books To Read My Books Spell Books Magick Book Book Of Shadows The Book.
Modern Sex Magick: Secrets of Erotic Spirituality. Donald Michael Kraig. 4.3 out of 5 stars 63.Â He also runs the Strategic Sorcery
Training Course and Strategic Sorcery Blog. He lives with his wife and children in the New Jersey Pine Barrens, where he practices and
teaches magic. His popular blog can be found at www.inominandum.com/blog. Product details.

Sorcerer supreme, Jason Miller, rejoins THC- this time, to discuss the themes in his new book "Sex, Sorcery, & Spirit" We get into the
history of magic with a sexual slant, introductory practices, ways to alter and increase the sensation...Â BeforeItsNews only exists
through ads. We ask all patriots who appreciate the evil we expose and want to help us savage the NWO with more Truth to disable
your ad-blocker on our site only so we can grow and expose more evil! Funding gives us more weapons! Thank you patriots! Oh and If
you disable the Ad-blocker - on your deathbed you will receive total consciousness. So you got that going for you...which is nice!
Disable. Sex, Sorcery, and Spirit book. Read 5 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. The sexual act is possibly the
most potent--and pleasurable...Â The use of sexual elixirs in alchemy and practical sorcery. How to work with sexual spirits and gods.
The dangers of sex magic and how to avoid them. A grimoire of sexual spells and rituals. This daring and tantalizing work throws open
the doors into the realms of sexual magic that have been hidden behind secret orders and arcane terminology for far too long--until now.
...more. Get A Copy. Amazon. Erotic unions with spirits have occurred throughout history, but the methods have been suppressed and
lost, save for references and fragments in ancient alchemical and magical texts. This book presents a magical system for initiating
sexual unions with spirit beings and using the energy released from these unions for self-empowerment and personal transformation.Â
The secret process of Vision, Creation and Life that gives birth to a loyal, powerful spirit. Acclaimed author Damon Brand say, 'With the
secrets of practical magick, you create your life according to your true will. There is no higher magick than the magick that brings
results.' free Sex, Sorcery, and Spirit: The Secrets of Erotic Magic jpf download Data Warehouse Design Solutions fb2 free Quantum
Chromodynamics lit. free download Zermelo's Axiom of Choice: Its Origins, Development, and Influence (Dover Books on Mathematics)
txt Observing Handbook and Catalogue of Deep-Sky Objects chm. download The Solution Path: A Step-By-Step Guide to Turning Your
Workplace Problems Into Opportunities doc The Development of Social Knowledge: Morality and Convention (Cambridge Studies in
Social and Emotional Development) azw. Understanding Kanji Characters by Their Ancestral For Sorcery, Chaos Magick, Eclectic, and
Freeform Magick. Collection by Christopher DeGraffenreid. 63.Â The Tree of Enchantment: Ancient Wisdom and Magic Practices of the
Faery Tradition - Kindle edition by Foxwood, Orion. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets. Use
features like bookmarks, note taking and highlighting while reading The Tree of Enchantment: Ancient Wisdom and Magic Practices of
the Faery Tradition. Used Books Books To Read Native American Spirituality Traditional Witchcraft The Ancient One Aleta I Love
Reading Book Authors Book Publishing. Psychic Shield: The Personal Handbook of Psychic Protection.

